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About This Game

Vertiginous Golf is a dystopian steam punk mini golf adventure game set in the skies above an alternate world where life on the
ground is enveloped in permanent smog, constant darkness and never-ending rain.

After suffering on the ground under a haze smog and pollution, the people of Scudburough have been split in half by a lottery,
with the winners heading up into the clouds to live in a floating city called New Lun-Donne. For those left below, they can get a
temporary escape from the gloom through the Verti-Sphere, a device that allows them to rise virtually into the cloudy paradise

to play mini golf on challenging obstacle courses floating in the sky. But something is amiss in this nation of two cities. Another
voice is trying to break through the propaganda messages of peace and prosperity… the voice of an insurrection.
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Chip and putt your way through beautiful golf courses floating far above the smog-covered streets below. Play through the
unique story mode courses to uncover the mystery of the Verti-sphere. Enjoy 54 classic holes ranging from simple miniputt to

mind-bending courses that will test even the most skilled golfers, as well a driving range and race challenges.

Take on these insane obstacle courses filled with hazards and contraptions. Look through the eyes of your mechanical
hummingbird companion to explore and unlock the secrets of the green. Use the jewel encrusted beetle to control your ball once

it’s in motion and make good use of your limited rewind power to redeem yourself from a bad shot.

What's better than a leisurely round of golf in the sky? A leisurely round of golf in the sky with up to three friends, of course!
All the courses can be enjoyed in multiplayer either locally or online. There are also two more unusual multiplayer modes to
enjoy: race each other to the finish on the race tracks or fight over control of the holes in the unique battle golf arenas whilst

using a variety of offensive weapons to disrupt your opponents.

A fully featured map editor means you can design your own fiendish courses and share them with the community. Who knows
what the mad inventors of you will come up with? For the more aesthetically inclined you can tinker for hours with the look of

your clubs, your mechanical hummingbird companion and your avatar in Frolich's Emporium.
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Title: Vertiginous Golf
Genre: Indie, Sports
Developer:
Kinelco & Lone Elk Creative
Publisher:
Fellow Traveller
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP SP3 and above

Processor: 2.0GHz CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB graphics card

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 3GB RAM

English
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vertiginous golf steam. vertiginous golf controls. vertiginous golf. vertiginous golf gameplay. vertiginous golf download.
vertiginous golf hole. vertiginous golf review

The Good
Vertignious Golf is a gorgeous game, both conceptually and stylistically. The game controls aren't difficult to grasp, the
music and sounds are well designed, and the interface is nice and clean, not interfering with the graphics -- did I mention
they were gorgeous? Oh, yes, I did.

The hummingbird and rewind features are welcome additions to the basic gameplay of minigolf. In fact, given the
complexity of some of the holes, they're requirements. The availability of a wedge in addition to a putter is welcome, adding
a level of strategy absent in other minigolf games.

The game is also eminently playable -- on the more advanced courses, there are several ways to play each hole, so there's little
repetition even with the limited number of courses. If it has a boredom factor, I haven't reached it yet.

The Bad
While I have not identified the game's boredom factor, it does have a frustration factor, and it was found quite quickly.

There are difficult holes. There are even diabolical holes -- the par 3 8th at OSU Scarlet, when the pin is set in that card-
table sized tongue of green sticking out into the pond, comes to mind as a real-world example.

Vertiginous Golf, unfortunately, includes a few unplayable holes, where the line between success and failure is both
unmarked and razor thin. The penalty for failure is vastly out of proportion to the value of success -- and scores rapidly
balloon out of control, rendering an entire round not much more than an exercise in futility. And if I want futility, I can just
load up my clubs and go play some real golf (which can fairly be described as two shots worthy of Tiger hidden within one
hundred twenty worthy of Tigger).

On the plus side, this is the worst I have to say about Vertiginous Golf -- but since it's central to game play, it's of
importance.

The Skinny
Overall, I'll give 7.5\/10, though I would strongly recommend the designers re-visit some of the holes and dial it back a little.
I don't expect an ace every time, but neither do I expect to be condemned to ten or more strokes because I missed a tee shot by
the faintest of margins.

On the cosmetic side, I'd like to suggest allowing the player to choose their ball color (or if that's already in the game,
making it more obvious as I haven't found it yet). We golfers are a superstitious lot, and I (think I) play better with a blue or
green ball than with a red one. :D

A course designer would be another welcome addition -- way back in ancient times (i.e., the 1990s), the Jack Nicklaus series
of golf games always included course design tools, and some of the fan-made courses were genuinely brilliant. The vast
array of additional free content also kept the JN games playable far longer than most other games released at the same time.

Overall, this game is Recommended on the basis of design and creativity, and in the hopes that some of its frustration factor
is ironed out by the time of its official release.. Excellent game!! Challenging, a game you can play at your own pace, keeps
you thinking whilst also being relaxing.
A real alternativ to the shoot- em up and racing games. Well worth it\u00b4s money plus some.. Really fun, steampunk
themed mini-golf. The visuals look great and the courses are varied.

Constructuve critisism - better manipulation of the camera, option to hide the club itself while shooting, and scale the power
meter to make it less "touchy" for the first 25% or so.. This game is as advertised. A delightful steam-punk infused mini
golf game that is often challenging, and dang it, even frustrating a times. However, when you sink those difficult shots it
feels great, and the whole aesthetic of the game is very appealing. I quite enjoy how you start the game outside of a quaint
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shop, inside of which you will find the menu that launches the game proper. With regular updates hitting frequently since I
purchased the game, I'm definitely feeling like I got my monies worth. I haven't even had a chance to try multiplayer yet but
I'm sure it would be a great time indeed.. A Work Of Art Meets Extreme Mini Golf....

 ...all with a side of mild insanity.

Butiful graphics, an inventive way to do "fly bys" of the hole in play, a wonderfully eclectic decor & some unique twists that
will keep you wanting to play more.

 You just have to buy it to understand what the game truly is, "A very unique game with endless possibilities trying to make a
golf ball go into the cup in a 3 dimentional course full of wild & weird obstacles.

The coders, graphic artists & publishers should be proud of they're efforts. It's unlike any other golf game I have ever
played.

 A must have game that scores my only 10\/10 ever given to a game in a review.

***"Food For Thought"*** I have 188 games on Steam, 35 on Origin & another 250 +\/- in stand alone PC games. I've been
alpha\/beta testing games since the mid 80's when small development companies were contracted to churn out games for
Accolade.

 So far this is the only game ever to get a perfect score by me. There is so much potential for expansion packs full of courses,
decor & new character building pitfalls, this game has the potential to hit it big as the devolpers continue to tweek the game..
An orginal and atmospheric take on a golf game. Unique, steampunk flavored courses with lots (and lots) of challenge. As
with any golf game the physics are cruicial, and VG nails the feel of the controls. Relaxing and fun!. Bought it in a bundle
of games with unusual storytelling. I was disapointed to find that the storytelling in this game is minimal, the graphics look
amaturish at best and the controlls are just bad.
3\/10 at best. Whilst I've not yet touched the singleplayer, the multiplayer is solid. The mechanics allow for a new spin on a
classic game which allows for hours of fun. Not to mention the level editor (Whilst a bit iffy at times, and can become laggy
due to complexity - not an issue in the game however) allows for far more replayabilty. Whilst I cant recommend this game
for those looking for a singleplayer experience, if you have a couple friends together and are willing to part with a bit of
cash, you can have a lot of fun with this game.. This is an okay game. It can get quite confusing at sometimes though. The
tracks are way to complex and hard to figure out. But all up it's still pretty good.
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Why does miniature golf need to be miniature? Why can't it be the scale of regular golf, so I'm putting through three hundred
yards of bumpers and windmills and rollercoasters? Also, why can't mini-golf have lots of mechanical hummingbirds?

Obviously, we've all asked these questions. Now Vertiginous Golf is here to answer them.

It's insanity, but it all works well. It's fun and polished, especially for a tiny indy production like this one. The multiplayer is the
star of the show. Charming and imaginative describe virtually every inch of what exists in Vertiginous Golf.

My only real complaint is lack of content. It needs more courses. Partly, that's Early Access. But, the future goals say the final
game will have 45+ courses, and it will need to be double that, at least, because it IS miniature golf. Real golf is about honing
nuances. Miniature golf, at any scale, is far more dependent on novelty factor. As cool and robust as these course designs are,
they're not anything you're going to play fifty or a hundred times. The game needs so many holes that by the time you finish the
final holes, you can no longer remember the early holes clearly. That's the only way this will ever be anything more than an
incredibly cool way to spend an evening or two. The only way this will ever be a real game.

My hope is that this will turn into a more expensive game, with far, far more content, instead of remaining a cheap game which
inevitably starts pushing the edges of its content after just a few hours. At the moment, it reminds me a lot of the disc golf
sector of the ps3 game Sports Champions - BRILLIANT, but give me more of it. A *lot* more of it.. This minigolf game has an
excellent physics engine, is rendered beautifully, and has great challenges. Lots of odd contraptions (like fans and conveyor
belts) that will take a lot of time to master. A large number of different courses to play. This is a steampunk themed game, and
everything is tuned to it. Immerse yourself and don't be in a hurry. After you practice a little, be sure to play the "backstory"
holes to enjoy the, uh, well, backstory. Remember this isn't really an RPG so don't expect too much, just relax and enjoy - and
smile at the corny writing: someone had a steampunk thesaurus in their hands, and maybe some drinks too. Consider the
backstory an easter egg that needed more time to do well, and you'll get the idea. The main point is the golfing! Love it.. If you
have an itch for a wacky golf\/marble madness style game, you could do much worse than Vertiginous Golf. Admittedly, I'm not
that far in but I've enjoyed what I've played so far. Mechanically very good, and oozing with style, I definitely recommend the
game. I also find it super relaxing, if you're into that sort of thing.. This Game is the most challenging game I have ever played.
And that says a lot. In addition it is one of the most beautiful games I have ever played. If you enjoyed minigolf games back in
the late 1990's at your work computer or while at school then this is the game for your current self and mind. You will not be
dissapointed. Heck this game could even help you with billiards.. This game is really pretty cool. It's a minigolf game with a
really cool fantasy-esque atmosphere and neat little contraptions all over. You build up power with swings and can use either a
rewind button or a little jet thingie on your ball to move it slightly where you want. At first it seems like rewind is incredibly OP
but the game gets fairly challenging and fairly fast. To the point it might even get a bit frustrating to some people. Luckily I was
playing it with my girlfriend so I did honestly have a good time watch us both screw up a few times. The game's got pretty good
graphics and a neat art style and is surprisingly not too computer intensive too.

It also has online now which they just added. I don't know if I'll do that myself as I'm more content with local, but it's cool to
have the option to play with friends. Apparently has weapons and other fun junk if you want.

Another reason I really enjoyed this game. The devs are really cool and seem to be very active even in the steam forums. I had a
glitch that didn't allow me to play local multiplayer and made a thread here. The devs worked with me on it and in just a day
they released a patch to fix it. That's something you don't see too often when it comes to early access and other junk and is
certainly a breath of fresh air.

I will admit the game is a tad big buggy and has the occasional physics or weird clipping bug, but its kind of hard to stay mad at
it when it's an early access game. I expect it to be ironed out as time goes on. The devs were very open with what their update
schedule is and what their plans are and have so far done what they said.

Anyways, it's just a really nice mini golf game. If you want to play a nice relaxing (or a fairly challenging) game of minigolf you
should really give it a shot. even though it is early access, it's a fun enough game even as it is right now and even goes on sale
fairly often.

its just fun ok. devs were swell and is looks cool. Not expensive either. Thanks ilu. (October 9th)
I just recently got this game and already my friends and I love it. We got it after the multiplayer update and have had a blast
messing around it. The singleplayer and multiplayer have multiple options for you to choose from. So you can either make it
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challenging for yourself by removing the bug influencer, playing on a only green map, or if with your friends play with weapons.

There are also multiple ways to play the multiplayer matches. So far from what I've played they have a regular golf match (9
holes) and they have a race type. Now typically for the regular match it's kind of like a race but you can go at your own pace.
My friends and I personally like to take turns and whatnot but you can play however you want.

So I haven't put as many hours into this game as some of the other people here, but I LOVE this game. Just because you play a
course doesn't mean you can't go back and play it again. With how the holes are setup, there are multiple ways about getting to
your goal. So if you mess up, keep going, and come back some other time and try to beat your score on how you did it before.
There are just so many possibilities.

Now this game is currently in Early Access but it's still a great game for where it is at. So here are some Pros and Cons that I
have come to find about this game.

Pros:
-Replay Value (a ton, I really don't see how I could run out of options especially if Steam Community gets involved)
-Lovely Graphics (freaking beautiful)
-Some minor customization on your playing style (no bug influence, yes\/no weapons)
-Very smooth gameplay (I play on Splendid graphics and framerate is great)
-Easy concepts to grasp (Left mouse camera, right mouse shoot) (there is more but you get the picture)
-Online Multiplayer (little buggy but whatever, still cool)
-Hilarious to laugh at friends as you explode their ball into oblivion (bombs are awesome. You can explode their ball out of the
hole)
-Nine 9 hole courses so far (increases in difficulty each one)
-Button customization (don't like how it's setup? No prob, set it to what you want)
-8 player multiplayer (freaking 8. I haven't had that many friends on here yet but seriously, imagine the chaos of 8 people
placing traps for others. Huehuehuehue)

Cons:
 -Online Multiplayer Servers:
  Everytime you go to multiplayer you search a region to play in. For some reason it has it set to Europe as default for me when I
live in the US. I would like to click on US and search for things there, but it has to search for every game in the regions, which
could take some time, stalling for even longer. So if there was a way to have a choice on which region you want to play would be
nice.
-Online Multiplayer Options:
  Yes you have a lot of options to choose from, and that is awesome, BUT, if you try to change the course instead of repeating
the level, you might accidentally mess up and have to restart the hosted game.
-Online Multiplayer Lobby:
  I love the fact that you can create your own lobby, it's cool, but you don't have many options in your lobby. Your lobby is
always public, so anyone can join. Which is sometimes irritating if I'm waiting for my friends to join. So they join whatever,
you can ask them to leave, but they don't always. So you have to restart the lobby. Why? Because you have no kick option.
-Weapon selection:
  This is kind of minor but I wish there was a way to choose your weapon with a specific button rather then having to press 'c' 4
times to get what I want. Maybe I can select how I want to set it up and I'm being stupid. I haven't explored all the button options
yet, but I haven't seen any options for it.
-Camera:
  It's pretty good for the most part, but sometimes you get stuck near a pole and can't see where you are trying to put. Other
games have fixed this by making those see through but everything is solid, so on the rare occasion if you get stuck, you kind of
have to hope you hit it to the right spot because you can't see.

Yes I have some issues with the online multiplayer, but I can't blame the developers, this option just came out October 6th so I
don't expect this feature to be perfect, there are some things anyone\/anything can improve on.

There are also some other features that they said they plan on bringing to the game later on. Such as a LOT more customization.
Avatars, Putters, Golf Balls, and Levels. Freaking Levels. They said they plan on bringing in Steam Community to this game.
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Players from all around will be creating their own levels with the level customization will be used (they plan on bringing that and
hopefully will). There is so much they can do with this game, I'm just so excited to see what they will do.

So long story short, this game rocks my socks off. I love mini golf in real life and this game really only limits people to their
imagination. I hope to see this game keep going and come out with all the features they plan on.

TL;DR - Den outta Den. This is a great game and the developers have already added some content and made various
improvements. It may require a painstaking amount of precision and tremendous amounts of trial and error but in the end when
it all comes together and you are making par you feel truly accomplished.
UPDATE: 7\/12\/14
Being as most reviewers on here have not spent that much time with game (except for rabid) this is the truly unique golf game,
that fans of "wacky" golf games have been waiting for. If Kirby's dream course was a turn based strategy game this would be the
RTS equal. This game makes you think more than a puzzle game and react more than a FPS. It is incredibly well made and gets
better by the month. The only downside I can see to recommending this game is that it will affect my positions on the
leaderboards. YOU GUYS ROCK. Thanks for making a great game and letting us go along for the ride as I am sure it will
become the standard which golf games are measured by.. I found this game lacking in almost every catagory. The mechanics
and rewind system is strange and unclear but the most notable issue is probably the fact that the maps are simply too boring and
far too convoluted at the same time and at some parts also simply frustrating. Overall I must recomend that you all do NOT pay
money for this extremely boring game when there are so many better Golfing games on the steam store.
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